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[Aug 31st, 2020 Tokyo]  
Leading global recruiter, JAC Recruitment Group is pleased to announce the appointment of  
Adil Driouech as Managing Director for JAC Recruitment International Ltd - the Singapore head 
office for the Group’s operations outside of Japan. 
  
Adil graduated with a B.A. and M.A. in Social Sciences with studies in International Relations and, 
InternationalBusiness & Economics. He brings with him a wealth of knowledge and experience in 
the recruitment industry, including a history of driving growth and instilling a high- performance 
culture in awardwinning teams. 
 
Prior to joining JAC,  Adil gained solid experience working in Senior Director roles for the largest 
global Japanese recruitment firm where he quickly established a successful sales record recruiting 
in a broad range of sectors. 
  
With full responsibility for the leadership and sales development of JAC Recruitment’s operations 
outside of Japan, Adil will play a key role in meeting and driving the company's aggressive growth 
goals as well as building upon the firm's outstanding reputation for service and delivery to both clients 
and professional candidates across the regions. 
  
Hiromi Tazaki, JAC Recruitment Group Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, said  
“I am pleased to welcome Adil Driouech to JAC Group. He brings with him incredibly strong 
knowledge and experience which will be vital as we continue our ambitious plans to grow and 
develop recruitment solutions for our clients in our markets outside Japan. Despite the difficult market 
situation given the current pandemic, JAC Group’s business will move ahead with Adil’s strong 
leadership.” 
  
Adil Driouech added: "JAC Recruitment has a long history and strong reputation as a leading 
recruitment specialist. We have a tremendous opportunity to grow further and continue to diversify 
into new sectors, bringing our strong business values, and service delivery to match the demands 
and high expectations of our clients.  
 
The Group is in an excellent position to maximize its continued success amid the challenges and 
growth opportunities presented by the “new normal” and post COVID-19 markets. JAC’s brand, 
values and service levels are something that I have respected as a competitor over a number of 
years, and I am excited to be on board and part of the great team that will take these to the next 
level.” 
 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
<Inquiries regarding this press release> 
JAC Recruitment Corporate Communication Dept 
Takeshi Goto （E-mail: press@jac-recruitment.jp Tel：03-5259-9915） 

About JAC Recruitment Group 

JAC Recruitment is a global business connecting specialist talent with leading employers across multiple industries and 
disciplines.  
 
Originally founded in London in 1975 the group is now listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange and employs over 1400 staff 
across 25 locations in Asia and Europe. The group’s professional international recruitment expertise provides specialist 
solutions to clients who are seeking to expand their reach within both their existing local and global markets. History and 
experience have given JAC a deep understanding of both the local culture and the recruitment market in the countries in 
which it operates. 
 
In April 2020 JAC Recruitment was placed 337 in the Financial Times ranking of 500 high-growth companies from the 
APAC region. 
 
URL: http://www.jac-recruitmentasia.com/ 
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